Side View
Top of Mound
9” to 24” backfill
cover. If backfill
is more than
24”, all piping
must be SDR 35
or equivalent.

2” mound for drainage control

Finished Grade

Landscape filter cloth,

6” maximum cover to cap

Permit/File #:

Cross Section for Trench

Removable
caps

geotextile or similar porous material
2” aggregate over pipe

Level, 3” or 4” perforated distribution pipe (holes at 4 & 8 o’clock)

Inspection
Riser

Maximum overall
depth 5’ above depth
of test hole

Designed by:

Aggregate: ¾” to 2 ½”
diameter, screened &
washed, offering 30%
or more void space
Sidewall absorption
area (effective
depth):1 to 4 feet
below the
distribution pipe

24” to 48” from
end of trench
¾” PVC pipe placed every 10’ to be
used as depth markers and to verify
that the bottom of the trench is level.
Place pipes at the edge of trench.

End View
Example Calculation
6” maximum cover to cap

Overall depth

3” or 4” diameter distribution pipe, end capped

These diagrams are for example purposes
only; they are not to TRUE scale.

June 2018

9” to 24” backfill cover. If backfill
is more than 24”, all piping must
be SDR 35 or equivalent.

2” aggregate over pipe

4’ effective depth (max)

3’ wide (max)

2” mound for drainage control

Landscape filter cloth,
geotextile or similar
porous material

Maximum overall
depth 5’ above depth
of test hole

Finished Grade

Disposal Pipe

Finished Grade

Sidewall absorption
area (effective depth):
maximum 4 feet below
the distribution pipe
Aggregate: ¾” to 2 ½”
diameter, screened &
washed, offering 30% or
more void space

4” diameter, perforated pipe with
solid pipe and removable cap
above the aggregate

Level and square throughout entire trench.
Bottom absorption area (width):1 to 3 feet.

NOTE: TANK PLUMBING SHOULD
NOT BE CONNECTED TO HOUSE
PRIOR TO INSPECTION

Date:

To calculate the divisor per
linear foot of trench, add both
sides of the sidewall
absorption area (effective
depth) plus the bottom
absorption area (width). In the
example below, the effective
depth is 4’ and the width is 3’.
The divisor would be
11 (4 + 4 + 3). 11 is the
maximum allowable divisor.

